ANSWERS
The blood smear revealed giant thrombocytes (red arrow). These cells are often not recognized as platelets by automatic blood count analyzers, hence the thrombocytopenia. Confirmation comes from manual platelet counts, either by using a hemocytometer or via indirect estimation from the blood smear (e.g., according to the Fonio method).
The abundant cytoplasmic inclusions in neutrophilic leukocytes (black arrow) morphologically resemble Döhle bodies, which are frequently found in macrothrombocytopenias, such as May-Hegglin anomaly (1 ). Indeed, that was the final diagnosis for our patient. The aberrant erythrocyte morphology is due to iron-deficiency anemia, a common phenomenon in patients with May-Hegglin anomaly. (2 ), 2 members of the IOM committee, Drs. Sue Shapses and JoAnn Manson, discussed the committee's assessment of available evidence and subsequent conclusions that led to the IOM recommended intakes for vitamin D. The principle that association does not prove causation was highlighted as a key criterion, which contended that a cause-and-effect relationship between a nutrient and a health outcome is essential. The IOM committee reviewed several observational studies and uncovered both uncertainty and inconsistency among the studies that associated 25-hydroxyvitamin D concentrations with subsequent cardiovascular events. Select studies further suggested a nonlinear association with potential increased risk of cardiovascular dis-
